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We study phonon modes associated with magnetic vortex lattices of finite isospin chiral
perturbation theory near the upper critical point by introducing quasimomentum fluc-
tuations to the lattice and calculate dispersion relations associated with the optical and
acoustic modes. We find that one of the acoustic modes is massless and that its energy
for small transverse quasimomentum is quartic (due the presence of an isospin chemical
potential), which is significantly softer than the “supersoft” (quadratic) massless mode
of the Abelian Higgs Model (AHM). Due to the presence of derivative interactions, which
is absent in the AHM, the speed of the longitudinal mode depends on both the isospin
chemical potential and the external magnetic field. Our results suggest that the stan-
dard assumption of an ordered lattice in finite isospin QCD should be revisited and the
existence of a disordered spaghetti phase of a vortex liquid or gas, should be considered.
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1. Introduction

The phase diagram of finite isospin Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)1, 2 has gen-

erated significant interest in recent years with potential applications to the early

universe3 and heavy ion collisions, which is isospin asymmetric. Furthermore, there

are predictions of exotic astrophysical objects such as pion stars4–6 that are ex-

pected to form in supernovae remnants with the high neutrino density being the

driving force that leads to the condensation of pions7 in compact objects. Finite

isospin QCD has the advantage of being accessible analytically at both low and

asymptotically large isospin densities. At low densities, chiral perturbation the-

ory (χPT)1, 2 or equivalently the non-linear sigma model8 shows the existence of a

Bose-Einstein condensate and a superfluid. On the other hand, at asymptotically

large isospin densities, the system has been shown to support a Bardeen-Cooper-

Schrieffer (BCS) phase using high density effective theory9–11 with the results being

model-independent. Since finite isospin lattice QCD12, 13 does not suffer from a sign

problem, intermediate densities have also been studied with results in the low and

high density regimes consistent with analytical results with future searches focusing

on a possible crossover transition from the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) to the

BCS phase. For a review of finite isospin QCD, see Ref.14 and references therein

including model dependent studies.15, 16

The dynamics of the early universe and heavy ion collisions both occur in a

magnetic field background suggesting that it is meaningful to explore the effect

of the background on the phase diagram of finite isospin QCD. However, due to

the asymmetry in the magnitude of the electromagnetic charges of the up and

down quarks, the simultaneous presence of isospin and magnetic field introduces a

sign problem to lattice QCD. Fortunately, due to the model-independent nature of

χPT, it is possible to map out the phase diagram of QCD at finite isospin density

and a magnetic background in a regime where the isospin chemical potential (µI)

and magnetic field (
√
eH) are both small compared to the typical hadronic scale

(ΛHad ∼ 4πfπ), where fπ is the pion decay constant. In particular, the charged pion

superfluid that forms for isospin chemical potentials (µI) larger than the pion mass

(mπ) behaves as an extreme type-II superconductor in a magnetic background for

realistic physical parameters with the phase diagram allowing for either a single

vortex near a lower critical magnetic field (Hc1), a magnetic vortex lattice below an

upper critical magnetic field (Hc2) or a normal phase above the upper critical field.

For µI > mπ, the system ssupports a superfluid pionic phase in the absence of a

magnetic background.17, 18 There is a further phase induced by the chiral anomaly

at finite isospin χPT that supports a neutral pion soliton lattice.19, 20 A recent

study21 analyzed the competition between the magnetic vortex lattice phase with

the chiral soliton lattice, which showed that for isospin chemical potentials less than

than approximately 500 MeV and magnetic fields (H) less than 0.8 GeV2, the vortex

lattice remains the ground state with the chiral soliton lattice generally favored for

larger values of the isospin chemical potential and magnetic field, see Ref.21 for the
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phase diagram. a

In this paper, we add to the emerging picture of the phase diagram of finite

isospin QCD by studying the phonon modes associated with the triangular mag-

netic vortex lattice below and near the upper critical magnetic field.18 In particular,

we find the dispersion relations of the two acoustic and two optical modes by con-

sidering the quasimomentum fluctuations of the ground state in the lowest Landau

level approximation (LLL). We find that one of the acoustic modes is massless with

a dispersion relation that is quartic for small quasimomenta. We discuss the im-

plications of this result for the phase diagram of finite isospin QCD including the

possibility of magnetic vortices existing in a disordered (liquid/gas) phase.

The paper is organized as follows: we begin with a brief review of pion con-

densation in finite isospin χPT in Section 2 followed by a review of the origin of

superconductivity in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we introduce quasimomentum modes

to the magnetic vortex solution in the LLL approximation. We then find the contri-

bution to the potential and kinetic energies quadratic in the quasimomentum modes

and find the dispersion relation of the optical and acoustic modes. Finally, we con-

clude in Section 4, with a discussion of possible scenarios for the phase diagram of

the finite isospin QCD supporting magnetic vortices existing not only in an ordered

(solid) phase but also a disordered (liquid/gas) phase.

2. Lagrangian and the origin of superconductivity

2.1. Lagrangian

We begin with the O(p2) χPT Lagrangian

L2 =− 1

4
FµνF

µν +
f2
π

4
Tr

[

∇µΣ(∇µΣ)†
]

+
f2
πm

2
π

4
Tr

[

Σ + Σ†] , (1)

where Σ is an SU(2) matrix, fπ is the pion decay constant, mπ is the pion mass,

Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the electromagnetic tensor (with Aµ the electromagnetic

gauge potential) and ∇µΣ is the covariant derivative,

∇µΣ = ∂µΣ− i[eQAµ + µI

2 τ3δµ0,Σ] , (2)

where µI is the isospin chemical potential, Q = diag
(

+ 2
3 ,− 1

3

)

is the quark charge

matrix and we assume that A0(∞) = 0, which ensures that the effect of the isospin

chemical potential cannot be removed by a gauge transformation. The Lagrangian

is O(p2) since the gauge field, Aµ and the SU(2) field Σ each count as O(p0)

while derivatives (∂µ), the isospin chemical potential (µI), the electric charge (e)

and pion mass (mπ) each count as O(p). Since χPT is an effective theory that

encodes the interactions of the pseudo-Goldstone modes that arise in QCD due to

aWe note in passing an even more recent study showing a magnetic vortex lattice that supports a
neutral pion current induced by the chiral anomaly at finite baryon density, see Ref.22
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chiral symmetry breaking, the results are strictly valid for scales significantly smaller

than the typical hadronic scale of 4πfπ ∼ 1 GeV. As such, our analysis applies for

µI ,
√
eH ≪ 4πfπ.

In two-flavor χPT, it is most convenient to parameterize the homogeneous

ground state represented by the SU(2) field, Σ, in terms of the Pauli matries,

τa and unit vectors φ̂a,

Σ = cos ρ 1 + sin ρ iφ̂aτa . (3)

We have adopted the Einstein summation convention over the repeated isospin index

a with φ̂a satisfying φ̂aφ̂a = 1, which ensures that Σ is unitary, i.e. Σ†Σ = 1. The

resulting tree-level Lagrangian in the presence of an isospin chemical potential is

Ltree =
f2
πm

2
π

2

[

2 cosρ+ sin2 ρ
{

µ2
I

m2
π
(φ̂2

1 + φ̂2
2)
}]

, (4)

which is independent of φ̂3. Maximizing it then requires setting φ̂2
1 + φ̂2

2 = 1 in the

ground state and also implies that φ̂3 = 0, i.e. the neutral pion doesn’t condense.

A further maximization of the Lagrangian with respect to ρ results in a normal

vacuum with ρ = 0 for |µI | ≤ mπ and pion condensed phase with ρ = arccos
(

m2
π

µ2
I

)

for |µI | ≥ mπ, which is also a charged superfluid. As has been in shown in Ref.,1

the resulting dispersion relation is linear for small momenta.

2.2. Origin of superconductivity

In the presence of a magnetic field, a charged superfluid behaves as a superconduc-

tor. In order to determine the nature of superconductivity (either type-I or type-II)

in finite isospin χPT for isospin chemical potentials larger than the pion mass, the

relevant thermodynamic quantity is the Gibbs free energy (density),

G = H− ~M · ~H . (5)

It is the Legendre transform of the Hamiltonian (density), H with ~M being the

magnetization, which is defined in terms of the external magnetic field ~H and the

magnetic field associated with the spatial components of the dynamical photon field
~A, i.e. ~B = ~∇× ~A, which is altered in the presence of the external magnetic field,

~M = ~B − ~H . (6)

As is conventional, we assume ~H is uniform and points in the positive z-direction.

Assuming type-I superconductivity, we can determine the critical magnetic field

by setting the Gibbs free energy of a uniform superconducting phase to that of the

normal phase. In the superconductor, ~B = 0 or equivalently ~M = − ~H . We find

Hc =
fπ
µI

(µ2
I −m2

π) . (7)
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Fig. 1: Phase diagram illustrating the nature of superconductivity in finite isospin

χPT. Top. efπ > mπ: Both type-I and type-II superconductivity are supported for

µI < efπ and µI > efπ respectively. Bottom. efπ < mπ: Only type-II superconduc-

tivity is supported.

On the other hand, assuming type-II superconductivity, there are two critical

magnetic fields, the lower one, Hc1, determines the transition from the uniform

superconducting phase to a single vortex phase while the higher one,Hc2 determines

the transition from a magnetic vortex lattice phase to the normal QCD vacuum. The

lower critical field is characterized by the string tension, S, which is the condensation

energy per unit length of a single magnetic vortex relative to the superconducting

phase

Hc1 =
S
Φ

, (8)

with Φ = 2π
e

being the lowest magnetic flux quantized by each vortex in the ground

state.

As the external magnetic field is increased beyond Hc1 the ground state becomes

populated with a finite density of magnetic vortices each with flux Φ, though for

large enough magnetic fields, magnetic vortex lattices become disfavored due to the

large repulsive interactions that develop between vortices. Beyond the upper critical

field,

Hc2 ≡ Bc =
µ2
I −m2

π

e
, (9)

the normal vacuum with no pion condensation (ρ = 0) and zero magnetization

( ~M = ~0) is the ground state. All of the external magnetic field, ~H , penetrates the

vacuum.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the nature of superconductivity in finite isospin χPT.

In order to understand the diagram, it is helpful to first note that Hc under the

assumption of type-I superconductivity and Hc2 under the assumption of type-II

are proportional both to µ2
I −m2

π. As such we define the ratio

R =
Hc2

Hc

=
µI

efπ
, (10)
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with the system behaving as a type-II superconductor if Hc2 ≥ Hc, i.e. R ≥ 1 –

when the equality is satisfied then at the critical field the Gibbs free energy of a

single vortex is equal to that of a vortex lattice suggesting that both can coexist.

The condition Hc2 ≥ Hc, in combination with the requirement that µI > mπ for the

superfluid phase, suggests that if efπ < mπ, the system only supports type-II super-

conductivity – this scenario is illustrated in the bottom diagram of Fig. 1. However,

if efπ > mπ, the system exhibits both type-I and type-II superconductivity for

µI < efπ and µI ≥ efπ respectively.

3. Phonon modes

The key objective of the paper is to study the phonon modes that arise in mag-

netic vortices of the type-II superconductor in finite isospin χPT. However, prior to

introducing quasimomentum fluctuations to the triangular magnetic vortex lattice

that forms near the upper critical point and studying phonon dispersion relations,

we briefly review the calculation of the vortex condensation energy first performed

in Ref.18 For a perturbative calculation, it is useful to expand the χPT Lagrangian

using the exponential b parameterization of Σ ,

Σ = exp

(

i
Φ

fπ

)

, Φ =

(

π0
√
2π+

√
2π− −π0

)

, (11)

up to terms containing four pion fields,

L4π = − 1
4F

µνFµν − iµI(π
+∂0π

− − π−∂0π
+) + 2iµIℓ

2π+π−(π+∂0π
− − π−∂0π

+)

+Dµπ
+Dµπ− + (µ2

I −m2
π)π

+π− − 1
2 ℓ

2(4µ2
I −m2

π)(π
+π−)2 − ℓ2Dµπ

+Dµπ−π+π−

+ 1
2ℓ

2
[

π+Dµπ
−π+Dµπ− +Dµπ

+π−Dµπ+π−] , (12)

where ℓ = 1√
3fπ

has been introduced for compactness, µI is the isospin chemical

potential, mπ is the pion mass, fπ is the pion decay constant and the covariant

derivatives associated with the pion fields are defined as Dµπ
± = (∂µ + ieAµ)π

±.
We exclude a trivial constant, f2

πm
2
π and a gauge-fixing term that is not necessary

for a tree-level calculation.

3.1. Method of successive approximation

The analysis then proceeds using the method of successive approximation as in the

seminal work by Abrikosov.23 This allows for the calculation of the magnetic vortex

lattice condensation energy and phonon modes of the magnetic vortex lattice. The

bIn discussing the ground state of the ~H = 0 we used the linear parameterization of Σ, which is

related to the exponential parametrization through ρ =

√
2π+π−+(π0)2

fπ
, φ̂1 = 1√

2

π++π−√
2π+π−+(π0)2

,

φ̂2 = i√
2

π+−π−√
2π+π−+(π0)2

and φ̂3 = π0√
2π+π−+(π0)2

.
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technique amounts to utilizing the following power counting scheme

B = B0 + ǫ2δB (13)

π+ = ǫπ̃+ + ǫ3δπ+ , (14)

where at leading order B0 is the critical magnetic field Bc of Eq. (9) with π̃+ obeying

the following linearized equation of motion18

(

2∂̄ +
eB0

2
z

)

π̃+ = 0 , (15)

where the use of “conformal” coordinates,

z = x+ iy , z̄ = x− iy (16)

∂ = 1
2 (∂x − i∂y), ∂̄ = 1

2 (∂x + i∂y) . (17)

simplifies the analysis. The choice of power counting ensures that the leading order

equation of motion is O(ǫ) and the next-to-leading order equations of motion either

contain δB and two π̃+ or B0 and three δπ± fields. The equation of motion for the

magnetic field B that incorporates next-to-leading order corrections is

∂̄B = −e∂̄(π̃+π̃−)
[

1− 2ℓ2π̃+π̃−] ,

which has the following solution that codifies magnetic flux conservation

B = Bext − e
(

π̃+π̃− − 〈π̃+π̃−〉
)

+ e ℓ2
(

(π̃+π̃−)2 − 〈(π̃+π̃−)2〉
)

, (18)

with the external field, H , hitherto denoted Bext, 〈Q〉 representing the expectation

value of Q over the transverse plane with area A⊥

〈Q〉 = 1
A⊥

∫

dx dy Q . (19)

The condensation energy, E⊥, of the magnetic vortex lattice, defined relative to the

normal vacuum,

E⊥ ≡ 〈H〉 − 1
2B

2
ext , (20)

can then be calculated using the solutions to the equations of motion18

E⊥ = −e(Bc −Bext)〈π̃+π̃−〉+ e2

2 〈π̃+π̃−〉2 + 1
2

(

λeff − e2
)

〈(π̃+π̃−)2〉 , (21)

where λeff is defined as

λeff ≡ 2µ2
I+m2

π

3f2
π

. (22)

It reduces to the repulsive quartic coupling of the AHM in the absence of derivative

interactions, λeff → λeff(ℓ = 0) Restricting to the subspace of periodic lattices, the

condensation energy is minimized by a triangular magnetic vortex lattice, for which

the analytic form of the solution is

π̃+
0 =

∞
∑

n=−∞
Cnφn(ν, z, z̄) , φn(ν, z, z̄) = e

−πν2n2− π

2L2
B

(|z|2+z2)+ 2π
LB

νnz
, (23)
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where LB =
√

2π
eB

is the magnetic length. Furthermore, for a triangular lattice that

minimizes the free energy, Cn = Cn+2 with C0 ≡ C, C1 = iC and ν =
4
√
3√
2
.

In order to calculate the transverse energy, we minimize Eq. (21) by utilizing

the definition of the Abrikosov ratio, βA = 〈(π̃+π̃−)2〉
〈π̃+π̃−〉2 , which is calculable for doubly

periodic lattices. The resulting transverse energy in terms of the Abrikosov ratio is

E(0)
⊥ = − e2(Bc −Bext)

2

2 [e2 + βA (λeff − e2)]
, (24)

with subleading corrections of O
(

(Bc −Bext)
4
)

. The triangular lattice maximizes

the Abrikosov ratio, consequently minimizing the free energy. The resulting vortex

lattice solution π̃+
0 of Eq. (23) is then fully characterized by |C|, which depends on

the eBc = µ2
I −m2

π > 0,

|C| =
√

1

Q0

e(Bc −Bext)

βA(λeff − e2) + e2
, (25)

with the Abrikosov ratio, βA = 1.159595 · · · for the triangular lattice. |C| vanishes
for Bext ≥ Bc since magnetic vortices are not favored above the critical magnetic

field of Bc.

3.2. Quasimomentum Excitations

A phonon mode in a magnetic vortex lattice, with energy ω and quasimomentum ~k,

introduces deformations that satisfy the equation of motion in Eq. (15) and perturbs

the lattice, whereby a mode with transverse quasimomentum, k = (kx, ky), distorts

the lattice by
L2

B

π
(−ky, kx) where LB =

√

2π
eB

is the magnetic length.24, 25 In the

longitudinal (z) direction, the quasimomentum excitations are plane waves

π̃+
k (~x, t) = e−i(~k·~x−ωt)π̃+(x+

L2
B

π
k̃) , (26)

with ~x and x representing position and transverse position respectively – explicitly,

~x = (x, z) with x = (x, y) and ~k = (k, kz) with k = (kx, ky) – the transverse

quasimomenta, k, live within a hexagonal Brillouin zone c. k̃ is defined as k̃i = ǫijkj ,

where ǫij is the antisymmetric tensor, ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1.

In order to incorporate the quasimomentum fluctuations of the magnetic vortex

lattice, we expand π̃± around the triangular vortex lattice of Eq. (23)25 ,

π̃+(x) = π̃+
0 (x) + χ†(~x, t) (27)

π̃−(x) = π̃−
0 (x) + χ(~x, t) , (28)

csee Fig. 2 in Ref.24
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with π̃±
0 (x) representing the static triangular vortex lattice solution. χ†(~x, t) and

χ(~x, t) represent perturbative fluctuations around the triangular vortex lattice

χ†(~x, t) =
∑

~k 6=0

c†kπ̃
+
k (~x, t) , (29)

with the dimensionless coefficient, c†k, being complex-valued and satisfying |c†k| ≪ 1,

which ensures that the fluctuations are small. In considering the low-energy exci-

tations of the magnetic vortex lattice, we have restricted to contributions arising

through quasimomentum states in the lowest Landau level (LLL) – this is justified

as long as the quasimomentum is small compared to the gap to the excited Landau

level, i.e. |~k| ≪ √
2eBext.

In order to extract the phonon dispersion relations, we require the effective action

associated with the phonons of the magnetic vortex lattice. It suffices to consider

quasimomentum fluctuations that are quadratic in the “operators” c†k and ck,

S(2)
phonon =

∑

~k 6=0

(

T (2)(~k)− E(2)(~k)
)

, (30)

where T (2)(~k) is the kinetic contribution arising from the time-dependent terms in

Eq. (12) while E(2)(~k) is the potential energy contribution consisting of traverse and

longitudinal contributions,

E(2)(~k) ≡ E(2)
⊥ (k, 0) + E(2)

‖ (0, kz) . (31)

We will calculate the former using the transverse energy of Eq. (21) while the

latter requires utilizing the χPT Lagrangian of Eq. (12). The resulting quadratic

contributions will contain the following two-point function

〈π̃+
k
π̃−
l
〉 = |C|2Q0δ(k−l) , (32)

where Q0 ≡ 1√
2ν

with ν =
4
√
3√
2
, and |C| determines the size of the pion condensate

in the magnetic vortex lattice, see Eq. (25), and vanishes at and above the critical

magnetic field.Additionally, the following four-point function (with two non-zero

quasimomenta) appear in the quadratic phonon action,

〈π̃+
k2
π̃−
l2
π̃+
k1
π̃−
l1
〉 ≡ |C|4Qk2 l2 k1 l1 . (33)

Qk2 l2 k1 l1 is real, dimensionless and symmetric under the simultaneous quasimo-

menta exchange in the first and second indices, and the third and fourth indices,

Qk2 l2 k1 l1 = Ql2 k2 l1 k1
. (34)

Further details of the four-point function is relegated to Appendix A with detailed

calculations found in Ref.24 It is notable that the two-point function is non-vanishing

for transverse momenta k and l are equal – this manifestation of phonon quasimo-

mentum conservation will also be evident in the quadratic contributions that arise

through four-pion field interactions.
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The resulting quadratic phonon action, as will become evident from our calcu-

lations, is non-diagonal in the basis of ck and c†k – this is not surprising since the

quadratic action will contain contribution of the form ckck and c†kc
†
k. However, it is

diagonal in the real representation of c†k, which is defined as

c†k = o†k − ia†k , ck = ok + iak , (35)

where a†k and o†k represent excitations (“operators”) associated with acoustic and

optical phonon modes – they satisfy a†k = a−k, o
†
k = o−k, and their quadratic forms

are related to c†k and ck through the following identities

c†kck = o2k + a2k , 1
2 (c

†
kc

†
−k + ckc−k) = o2k − a2k . (36)

The detailed calculation of the transverse, longitudinal and kinetic contribution to

the phonon action requires, after the introduction of quasimomentum fluctuations

an expansion in powers of the acoustic and optical phonon “operators”. Since the

calculation is involved, we present the details in Appendix B while only stating

the relevant results for the calculation of the phonon dispersion relation here. In

particular, the quadratic kinetic, transverse and longitudinal contributions to the

phonon action are

T (2)(~k) = (ω2 − 2µIω)|C|2
[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ+(k)
]

o2k

+ (ω2 − 2µIω)|C|2
[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ−(k)
]

a2k

+ 2ℓ2µIω|C|4(Λ̃+(k)o
2
k + Λ̃−(k)a

2
k) , (37)

E(2)
⊥ (k, 0) = 1

2 (λeff − e2)|C|4 [λ−(k)− λ−(0)] o
2
k

+ 1
2 (λeff − e2)|C|4 [λ+(k)− λ−(0)] a

2
k , (38)

E(2)
‖ (~k) = k2

z
|C|2

[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ+(k)
]

o2k + k2
z
|C|2

[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ−(k)
]

a2k , (39)

where Λ±(k), Λ̃±(k) and λ±(k) are defined in terms of the four-point function as

Λ±(k) = Qkk 00 ±Qk 0−k 0 (40)

Λ̃±(k) = Qkk00 + 2Qk00k ±Qk0− k0 (41)

λ±(k) ≡ 2(Qkk00 +Qk00k ±Qk0−k0) , (42)

with the low quasimomentum expansion of the four-point function discussed in

Appendix A. As required for a quadratic action, two of the quasimomenta in the

four-point function are zero with the explicit forms for small quasimomenta pre-

sented in Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8). While the kinetic and longitudinal contributions

depend on all components of the quasimomentum, the transverse contribution only

depends on the transverse momentum. The longitudinal energy vanishes for zero

longitudinal quasimomentum, kz = 0 but also depends on the transverse quasimo-

mentum due to the presence of derivative interactions (ℓ 6= 0).
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Fig. 2: Plot of the dispersion relation associated with the massless acoustic mode

(left) and its transverse velocity (right) as function of the transverse quasimo-

mentum, |k |. The solid and dashed lines represent the energy and speed at

B = 0.99Bc and B = 0.985Bc respectively with the red, blue and green repre-

senting µI = 1.25mπ, 1.5mπ and 1.75mπ respectively.

3.3. Dispersion Relation

The kinetic contribution depends on the phonon energy, ω, and the dispersion re-

lation can be extracted from the effective action, Eq. (30), through the equation of

motion. This is equivalent to the condition T (2)(k)− E(2)(k) = 0,

(ω2 − 2µIω) + 2ℓ2µIωg±(k) = k2
z
+ h̃±(k) , (43)

which has a compact expression due to following transverse quasimomentum func-

tions

h̃±(k) = h±(k)[λ∓(k)− λ−(0)] (44)

g±(k) =
|C|2
Q0

Λ̃±(k)
(

1 + |C|2ℓ2
Q0

Λ±(k)
)

(45)

h±(k) =
|C|2
2Q0

(λeff − e2)
(

1 + |C|2ℓ2
Q0

Λ±(k)
)

. (46)

For clarity, we briefly summarize the various quantities that enter the above results:

|C| ∼
√

e(Bc −Bext), of Eq. (25), measures the size of the pion condensate while

Q0 = 1√
2ν

with ν =
4
√
3√
2

for a triangular vortex lattice. ℓ = 1√
3fπ

characterizes

the size of the derivative interactions in χPT and λeff , of Eq. (22), is effectively

the strength of the repulsive quartic interaction in χPT. The resulting dispersion

relations for the optical (ω ≡ ωo) and acoustic (ω ≡ ωa) modes are

ωo(k, kz) = µI−(k)±
√

k2
z
+ µI−(k)2 + h̃−(k) , (47)

ωa(k, kz) = µI+(k)±
√

k2
z
+ µI+(k)2 + h̃+(k) , (48)

where µI±(k) = µI [1−ℓ2g±(k)]. Since h̃+(0) = 0 but h̃−(0) 6= 0, one of the acoustic

modes (ωa) is massless while the remaining acoustic mode and two optical modes

are massive. For the massless mode, the dispersion relation for small transverse
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quasimomentum with kz = 0 is

|ωa(k, 0)| = α4h+(0)
|µI+(0)|

(

LB k

π

)4
, (49)

where α4 ≡ 2(2q4− q̃4) ≈ 5.43 and h+(0) is defined in Eq. (46) with Λ+(0) = 2q0 ≈
1.34. qi represent coefficients associated with the small quasimomentum expansion

of the four-point functions discussed in Appendix A, in particular see Eqs. (A.7)

and (A.8).

The dispersion relation of the massless mode is softer compared to the corre-

sponding relation in the absence of a chemical potential for which the dispersion

relation is quadratic in the infrared limit.24, 26 In the absence of a chemical poten-

tial (µI = 0) and derivative interactions (ℓ = 0), our result reduces to that of the

Abelian Higgs model (assuming a negative m2
π necessary for spontaneous symmetry

breaking): the massless mode in Eq. (47) is indeed quadratic for small k and kz = 0.

On the left panel of Fig. 2, we plot the dispersion relation as a function of the

transverse quasimomentum for small values of k using fπ = 93 MeV and mπ =

140 MeV. We find that for a fixed magnetic field (relative to Bc) as the isospin

chemical potential increases the energy of the massless mode decreases. Similarly,

with an increase in the magnetic field (relative to Bc), the energy decreases. On

the right panel of Fig. 2, we plot the speed of the massless mode in the transverse

direction assuming kz = 0. Using the definition of the transverse speed, ∂|ωa(k,0)|
∂ k

,

we find that for small k, up to O(|k |3|C|2), it is

v⊥ =
2α4|C|2L4

B(λeff−e2)
Q0π4|µI+(0)| |k |3 (50)

with the expression valid for LB |k |
π

≪ 1, which is consistent with the LLL approxi-

mation for which |~k| ≪
√
2eBext. We find that the transverse speed for µI = 1.25mπ

and Bext = 0.99Bc is approximately a factor of a thousand smaller than the speed of

light for small transverse quasimomentum, 30 . |k| . 70 MeV. The speed decreases

with increasing magnetic field and isospin chemical potential. Finally, we note that

the speed of the massless mode in the longitudinal direction is
∂|ωa(0,kz)|

∂kz

,

v‖ =
|kz|√

k2
z
+µ2

I+
(0)2

. (51)

In contrast to the AHM, the longitudinal mode does not propagate at the the

speed of light24 – it increases monotonically from zero to approximately 0.25 as the

longitudinal momentum kz is increased from 0 MeV to 50 MeV and asymptotes to

the speed of light for large kz. Similar to the transverse mode, the speed decreases

with the increase of the isospin chemical potential and the increase of the magnetic

field. However, the effect of the magnetic field is an order of magnitude weaker

compared to the transverse mode since the only magnetic field dependence enters

through |µI+(0)|, see Eq. (48), a sub-leading effect.
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4. Conclusion and implications for the phase diagram

In this paper, we have studied and characterized the dispersion relation of phonon

modes associated with the magnetic vortex lattice near the upper critical magnetic

field in the LLL approximation, which is valid for small quasimomenta. We find

that the energy of the acoustic mode (ωa) is proportional to the fourth power

of the transverse quasimomentum, i.e. |k |4, for small k, which is softer than the

“supersoft” modes observed in the AHM.26 The extreme supersoft nature of the

phonon mode suggests that the vortex lattice can be easily perturbed away from

their mean positions, which raises serious doubts about whether it exists in an

ordered lattice phase as has been assumed.

There are regimes in the standard model, for instance the rho-condensed vacuum

of QCD27 and the W±, Z condensed vacuum28 of electroweak theory that form at

large magnetic fields in which the vortices exist in as either a “vortex liquid” or

a “vortex gas”. In these examples, the dispersion relations in the long wavelength

limit are quadratic and the the interaction energy per unit length between two

straight vortices represented by J+(x) = Q+δ
(2)(x − xi) at x1 and x2 divergences

as ∼ −Q2
+ log R

R0
with R = |x1 − x2| for large separations with the negative sign

implying repulsive interactions.

Since the dispersion relation in finite isospin χPT is softer an analogous calcula-

tion results in an interaction energy per unit length of ∼ −Q2
+M

2R2 log R
R0

(where

we have introduced a mass M for dimensional consistency), which is significantly

more repulsive d. As such, it seems reasonable to expect the magnetic vortex lattice

of isospin χPT near the critical magnetic field to exist in a spaghetti phase of either

a “liquid” or “gas” phase as opposed to an ordered lattice.

Unfortunately, lattice studies are not possible for finite isospin QCD in a mag-

netic background (with dynamical gauge fields) due to the fermion sign prob-

lem. However, it is possible to incorporate quantum effects using techniques sim-

ilar to Ref33 (where an ordered lattice was assumed): thermal fluctuations de-

stroy the ordered magnetic vortex lattice in χPT at a critical temperature of

Tc ∼ fπ
√

1−m2
π/µ

2
I ,

33 which we schematically illustrate Fig. 3 with tempera-

ture and finite isospin chemical potentials plotted on the axes. Above the critical

temperature Tc, the normal vacuum with no pion condensate is favored. Below this

temperature, our results suggest the possibility of magnetic vortices existing in a

disordered spaghetti phase of either a vortex liquid or gas. If in a disordered phase,

there may be further finite temperature phase transitions in the phase diagram. Fur-

thermore, there may be phenomenological consequences associated with this new

phase – pion stars have been conjectured to form in the remnants of supernova

dThe resulting interaction is attractive for a vortex, J+ = Q+δ(2)(x − x+), and an antivortex
J− = Q−δ(2)(x − x−), with the energy per unit length scaling as +Q+Q−M2R2 log R

R0
where

R = |x+ − x−|. Additionally, in the infrared, the interaction is more strongly confining than the
linear potential of QCD,29, 30 dual QCD31 or that observed in SU(2) non-Abelian Higgs theory
with strong magnetic fields.32
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Fig. 3: Schematic, finite temperature phase diagram: at the critical temperature,

Tc, the vortex lattice is destroyed by thermal fluctuations.

explosion4 with χPT predicting their mass-radius relationship.5 In the presence of

weak magnetic fields, the equation of state is altered, which in turn affects the size

of magnetized stars.

We conclude by noting that in the ordered phase, the phase diagram in the

magnetic field-isospin chemical potential plane, is richer than traditionally depicted.

In particular, we note the symmetries of a uniform superconductor, a single magnetic

vortex and multiple vortices (including the vortex lattice)

Superconductor: R3 × SO(3) ∼= E(3) (52)

↓ H ≥ Hc1

Single Vortex: Rz × SO(2)θ+α (53)

↓ H ≥ Hc3

Multiple Vortices: Rz × ∅ , (54)

where R3 and SO(3) represent translations and rotations (respectively) in three-

dimensions, Rz represents translation in the z-direction and SO(2)θ+α represents

simultaneous physical and phase rotations of a single vortex, with the system being

invariant if the angles are equal. In the thermodynamic limit, Hc3 approaches Hc1

from above – as such the phase transition line at Hc1 supports not only a single

vortex phase but also a distinct phase of a finite density of magnetic vortices with

the phase sustained for external magnetic fields above Hc1 and below Hc2.
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Appendix A. Useful Mathematical Results: Four-Point Function

For notational convenience, we use the dimensionless quasimomentum k and posi-

tion x, which are

k =
LB

π
k , x =

1

LB

x , (A.1)

where LB =
√

2π
eBext

is the magnetic length. In terms of the dimensionless x and

k, the four-point function is defined as the transverse average – Eq. (19) – of the

product of four pion fields with quasi-momenta,

〈π̃+

l2
π̃−
k2

π̃+

l1
π̃−
k1

〉 ≡ |C|4Q
l2k2l1k1

, (A.2)

where |C| has mass dimension one and Q
l2k2l1k1

is dimensionless,

Q
l2k2l1k1

= Q2
0

∑

m,n∈Z

e−π(c−Xm,n)
2+2πiǫijb

iXj
m,n (A.3)

with b = k1+l1−k2−l2

2 and c = l1−k1−l2+k2

2 . Xm,n is defined in terms of the lattice

vectors d1 and d2 as

Xm,n =
(

md̃2 + nd̃1

)

= (m+n)
2ν ex −mνey (A.4)

where d̃a = 1
LB

ǫabdb, and ex and ey are unit vectors. For a detailed derivation

of the four-point function in the symmetric gauge, see Ref.24 The lattice vectors

associated with the triangular magnetic vortex lattice is

d1 = LB

ν
ey , d2 = LB

ν

(√
3
2 ex + 1

2ey

)

(A.5)

where ν = 1√
2Q0

=
4
√
3√
2
for the triangular lattice. The four-point function is sym-

metric under the following non-trivial exchange of quasimomentum indices.

Q
l2k2l1k1

= Q
k2l2k1l1

. (A.6)

This is in addition to trivial exchanges allowed by Eq. (19). We require the following

small k expansion of Qkk00, Qk00k and Qk0− k0 with two non-zero momenta.

Qkk00 = q0 + q2
(

LB

π
k
)2

+ q4
(

LB

π
k
)4

+ · · · (A.7)

Qk0− k0 = q0 + q̃2
(

LB

π
k
)2

+ q̃4
(

LB

π
k
)4

+ · · · (A.8)
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where Qkk00 = Qk00k due to Eq. (A.2) and the coefficients are

q0 = βA

2ν2 = 0.669493 . . . (A.9)

q2 = −1.05164 . . . , q4 = 3.00957 . . . (A.10)

q̃2 = −2.10327 . . . , q̃4 = 3.30381 . . . (A.11)

with q̃2 = 2q2. As noted in the derivation of Ref.,24 the expression for the four-

point correlation function holds only for small quasimomenta, |kx| ≤
√
2Q0

4 and

|ky| ≤ 1
2
√
2Q0

with Q0 = 1√
2ν

and ν =
4
√
3√
2
for a triangular vortex lattice.

Appendix B. Derivation of Quadratic Phonon Action

Appendix B.1. Transverse Energy

The transverse energy that incorporates quadratic fluctuations can be found using

Eq. (21) after making the replacements in Eqs. (27) and (28),

E(2)
⊥ = −e(Bc −Bext)〈χ†χ〉+ e2〈χ†χ〉〈π̃+

0 π̃
−
0 〉

+ 1
2 (λeff − e2)

[

〈χ†χπ̃+
0 π̃

−
0 〉+ 〈π̃+

0 π̃
−
0 χ

†χ〉+ 〈χ†π̃−
0 π̃+

0 χ〉+ 〈π̃+
0 χχ

†π̃−
0 〉

+〈χ†π̃−
0 χ

†π̃−
0 〉+ 〈π̃+

0 χπ̃
+
0 χ〉

]

, (B.1)

where we have used the orthogonality of the fluctuations to the static solution,

〈π̃−
0 χ〉 = 〈χ†π̃+

0 〉 = 0. Since E⊥ is strictly valid for static solutions with kz = 0, we

replace χ using Eq. (29) after setting kz = 0. Using Eq. (34) and quasimomentum

conservation implicit in the four-point function,24 we find

E(2)
⊥ =

∑

k6=0

E(2)
⊥ (k, 0) (B.2)

E(2)
⊥ (k, 0) =

[

−e(Bc −Bext)|C|2Q0 + e2|C|4Q2
0

+(λeff − e2)|C|4(Qkk00 +Qk00k)
]

c†
k
ck (B.3)

+
[

(λeff − e2)|C|4Qk0−k0

]

1
2 (c

†
k
c†−k

+ ckc−k) ,

where Q0 ≡ 1√
2ν
. The diagonal form of E(2)

⊥ (k, 0) is

E(2)
⊥ (k, 0) = 1

2 (λeff − e2)|C|4 [λ−(k)− λ−(0)] o
2
k

+ 1
2 (λeff − e2)|C|4 [λ+(k)− λ−(0)] a

2
k

(B.4)

where λ±(k) is defined as

λ±(k) ≡ 2(Qkk00 +Qk00k ±Qk0−k0) , (B.5)

and λ−(0) = 2Q2
0βA in conjunction with Eq. (25) gives the compact form of

E(2)
⊥ (k, 0) in Eq. (B.4).
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Appendix B.2. Longitudinal Energy

The contribution to the quadratic phonon Lagrangian of the longitudinal quasimo-

mentum is most conveniently calculated using the derivative terms in Eq. (12) that

depend on the longitudinal direction. We get

E(2)
‖ = E(2)

‖,0 + E(2)
‖,d =

∑

k 6=0

(

E(2)
‖,0 (k) + E(2)

‖,d(k)
)

, (B.6)

where the contribution due to the leading derivative term is E(2)
‖,0 = 〈∂zχ†∂zχ〉, which

gives

E(2)
‖,0(k) = k2

z
|C|2Q0c

†
kck . (B.7)

The sub-leading derivative terms in L4π contribute to

E(2)
‖,d(k) = −k2

z
|C|4ℓ2

[

Qkk00c
†
kck +Qk0−k0

1
2 (c

†
kc

†
−k + ckc−k)

]

,

where ℓ ≡ 1√
3fπ

. In the basis of the real optical and acoustic “operators” ok and ak,

E(2)
‖ (k) =k2

z
|C|2

[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ+(k)
]

o2k + k2
z
|C|2

[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ−(k)
]

a2k , (B.8)

where Λ±(k) = Qkk 00 ±Qk 0−k 0.

Appendix B.3. Kinetic Energy

The calculation of the time-dependent contribution of the quadratic phonon

Lagrangian proceeds in a manner similar to the longitudinal (kz-dependent) contri-

bution. However, as is evident from Eq. (12), there are also single time-derivative

contributions proportional to the finite isospin chemical potential. We find

T (2) = T (2)
0 + T (2)

d =
∑

k 6=0

(

T (2)
0 (k) + T (2)

d (k)
)

.

where T (2)
0 is the contribution arising from the O(p2) Lagrangian

T (2)
0 = 〈∂0χ†∂0χ+ iµI(∂0χ

†χ− χ†∂0χ)〉 . (B.9)

Upon utilization of the quasimomentum expansion for χ, we find that

T (2)
0 (k) =

[

ω2 − 2µIω
]

|C|2Q0c
†
kck . (B.10)

T (2)
d is the contribution arising from the O(p4) derivative terms,

T (2)
d =− 2iµIℓ

2
[

〈π̃+
0 π̃

−
0 (∂0χ

†χ− χ†∂0χ)〉
+ 〈π̃+

0 χ(∂0χ
†π̃−

0 − π̃+
0 ∂0χ)〉 +χ†π̃−

0 (∂0χ
†π̃−

0 − π̃+
0 ∂0χ)〉

]

− ℓ2
[

π̃+
0 π̃

−
0 ∂0χ

†∂0χ− 1
2 (π̃

+
0 ∂0χπ̃

+
0 ∂0χ+ ∂0χ

†π̃−
0 ∂0χ

†π̃−
0 )

]

.
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Utilizing the quasimomentum expansion of χ, we find that

T (2)
d (k) = 4ℓ2µIω|C|4

[

(Qkk00 +Qk00k)c
†
kck +Qk0− k0

1
2 (c

†
kc

†
−k + ckc−k)

]

− ω2ℓ2|C|4
[

Qkk00c
†
kck +Qk0− k0

1
2 (c

†
kc

†
−k + ckc−k)

]

, (B.11)

which in terms of the optical and acoustic “operators”, ok and ak, respectively are

T (2) =(ω2 − 2µIω)|C|2
[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ+(k)
]

o2k

+(ω2 − 2µIω)|C|2
[

Q0 − |C|2ℓ2Λ−(k)
]

a2k

+2ℓ2µIω|C|4(Λ̃+(k)o
2
k + Λ̃−(k)a

2
k) , (B.12)

where Λ̃±(k) = Qkk00 + 2Qk00k ±Qk0−k0.
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